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These Toys Are Every Techie’s Dream

1. FELLOW PRODUCTS www.fellowproducts.com 2. TONTION www.amazon.com 3. XY FIND IT www.xyfindit.com 
4. QUIP www.getquip.com 5 POLAROID www.polaroid.com 6. BREVILLE www.breville.com 7. ICLEVER www.iclever.com  8. ELAGO www.elago.com

> Technology is everywhere. It’s a part of our morning routines, our daily commutes, our workdays and our days off. It’s a part 
of how we cook, how we clean and how we keep ourselves entertained. Let’s face it, to deny technology would be to deny yourself 
of a lot of today’s conveniences—but for some, the tech world has lost its luster. Don’t worry though; these eight products may 

sound like they’re just for kicks and gigabytes, but we think your love for gadgets and gizmos is about to feel fully charged.
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“Let’s face it, to deny technology 
would be to deny yourself of a 
lot of today’s conveniences…”
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For that 
person 
who’s 
always 
losing 

their keys 
(you know 
who you 

are):
XY 

Find It
$39.99

For the home chef with a 9-5 
who’s tired of the slow cooker:

Joule Sous Vide
$210

For the on-the-go professional who can make any place a workspace:
BK03 Bluetooth Portable Keyboard

$36.99

For that smiley someone who’s always 
keepin’ it fresh:

Electric Toothbrush - $404

For the barista 
who’s more DIY 

than go-
and-buy:

Stagg EKG 
Electric 
Kettle
$149

For the memory-
maker whose 

phone storage 
is packed with 

photos:
The 

Polaroid Lab
$129.99

For the 
cinephile 

who always 
wants their 

favorite 
flicks on-

hand:
2400 Lux 

Video 
Projector

$69.99

For the good listener who has a 
playlist for every occasion:

AirPods Wireless 
Charging Case

$11.99
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